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INTO FUTURES PAST - A DRAGOMEIR NOVEL, Series Book Three 
 

A tyrannical Dark Lord of the Provinces. A daughter destined to 
rise up and fulfill a prophecy.  
 

Katherine Pendragon’s story continues in this third book to the 
Dragomeir Series. 
 

Katherine is no stranger to adversity and manages to escape from the 
Provinces where her father considers her an enemy.  
 

Suddenly she finds herself thrust into another place and time where 
she dies and is then transformed into the body of a woman named 
Elizabeth. She struggles to make sense of this unfamiliar new reality 
while being pursued by forces of good and evil. 
 

This is her story, one of a young champion for the downtrodden, 
seeking acceptance for herself, the dragons, and the people in a world 
that is often filled with tyranny and discontent.  
 

Using her special abilities, will she be able to claim her destiny, and as 
Queen of the Dragons, save them all? 
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Solitaire Parke is an author of Science Fiction/Urban Fantasy, Poetry, and 
Metaphysical/Larger World books.  
 
He is a prolific author, having published 16 books in the last 10 years.  
 
After becoming an award-winning photographer and earning a degree in music theory, 
Mr. Parke worked in graphic and web design. Solitaire has always returned to writing, 
and he now resides in Arizona with his family and two rightfully spoiled rescue dogs. 
 
For more information, please contact Mr. Parke’s literary agents at MiraLucian LLC. 
Joan Schiewe   Brian Hickey  
661-496-0913   602-690-1879  
joan@miralucian.com  brian@miralucian.com     
            
Solitaire Parke’s novels are available at all major retailers and through his website.  
Please visit his website at http://solitaireparke.com    
 
https://www.facebook.com/SolitaireParke 
https://www.pinterest.com/authorsolitaire 
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4832941.Solitaire_Parke 
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